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REVIEW of and COMMENTS upon:

R.S.G. Lenderink and J.C. Siebrand, A disequilibrium analysis of the labour

market, Rotterdam University Press, 1976.

I. Review
by: Pieter J.F.G. Meulendijks

One of the most important things to c3o in economic analysis is the

search for the determinants of demand for and supply c~f commoditics and the way

or. which transactions take place.
During the Lustral Congress on tkre occasion of the 50th anniversary of

Tilburg Catholic University in April 1978, Dr. F. Haslinger from Regensburg
Gniversity recognized from a scientific-theoretical point of view that the pre-

sent state of the arts in the field of aforementioned subject of economic ana-

lysis could serve as a good example of a real revolutionary development in scien-

tific thinking. The whole group of economic thinkers can be devided into one

qroup of those economists who prefer to be still engaged iri research and in

practice within the equilibrium paradigm contrasted with the other group of

economists who prefer to reasoning within the framework of the disequilibrium

paradigm. Haslinger considers the latter way of doing as perhaps the only real

revolutionary development in the field of economic analysis since Adam Smith c.s.

formulated "an unifying fundamental metaphysicaï blueprint that guided all econo-

mic theorizing for long and even the work of most economists t.oday" in that

sense that they believe "that the conflicts brought about by the scarcity of

means of production and its resulting scarcity of commodities are solved by

the working of the market forces to the best of all".
Lenderink and Siebrand, contrasted with economi.sts like Milton I'riedman

c.s.l), do not belong to these 'equilibrium economists' but are. 'on the other

side of the gulf' who reject the idea that the existing economic system is, in

any significant sense, selfadjusting as hey~res did too in his 'General thcory

of. employment, intrest and money'. Around 1936~Keynes c.s. causr~d a real rwo L~-

tionary break with the equilibrium tradition i.e. his 'rnetaphysical blueprint'

led to the norm of reference of disequilibrium theory of which the theoretical

core can b e formulated by means of the three assumptions of imper~ect
markets, limited knowledge and bounded rationality with the acting economic
acJents. On the one hand itshould be noted that the line of thought of the authors

in the study before us breathes again a spirit of research on the line 'which
~merged from the well-known leading discussion of Keynes associated with the

names Clower and Leijonhufvud searching ultimately for ne~a t'quilibrium concepts

1) See f.i, his article 'A theoretical framework for monetary analysis', in the
Journal of Political Economy, March~Apríl 1970, where his believe is documen-
ted that the basic differences among economists about the determinants of and
the way on which transactions on markets take place are empirical, not
theoretical. More recently he demonstrated in an article in the iJniversity of
Chicago Magazine(1974), stated in Ilaslinger's lecture, a same belief i-n the
functioning of lhe free market as a means of organi~iny rc:cources.
Lenderink .jnd Siebrand sliow very clc~arly, contr.i,tr~cl witir F'rif~rin~.in, tlrat tl~e

l~~i:, i i~ ~li I I ~~rr~iri~t~:; .im~~n~i er.r~nrimí:;t s:rrc i nrlr~~d r~ml~i r[t~.r I.rr: wr~ I I ,r~: I h~ nrr~l i c~.r I.

II lir~ll,: ,I~~wn 1~~ lilr~lr n~~lt~ rin I~,r~lt~ .' Ili.~l'lirr~rt, ~~xi~.l~s .i Ili~.~~rr~l ir-,~I -inrl

;~~ il~i i i ~-.i l ~1~~1? I~~~lw~en Yr,r L i~..rl.i urir; .rntl rir~mrrnd ~riicl r:u~ilil',~ I lir ~~r',~' .
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in common'.2) This presumption is fortified by the names Patinkin, Clower
and Gregory mentioned by Lenderink and Siebrand as the authora who have provided
them with the norms of reference used in their present analysis. On the other
hand it is true that the underlying study is not dealing explicitely with
t.he tYieoretical question under what conditions the economy will achieve an
ec~uilibrium state in the sense that notional plans can also be realized and no-

body would have an incentive, on the basis of his information, to change his
behaviour.But,in the core of this equilibrium analysis of the labour market there

always exists a tendency to this theoretical question translated in their
coremodel, which has been formulated in the chapters 2 and 3 and graphically

illustrated on page 13. In the introduction of their study the authors start
with the recognition of an inconsistency of handling simultaneously, without
constraints, with the two essential different norms of reference as there is

in current macro-economics so far there exists for instance 'a peculiar dichotomy
in the use of the equilibrium assumption with regard to ~he labour-market' i.e.

in wage theory usually one assumes disequilibrium, but as a rule the analysis
of employment and labour supply is implicitely based on equilibrium3). In their
approach in analyzing labour demand and labour supply they want to integrate

the results of the conventional analysis, those of equilibrium analysis included,
with the formulation of the consequences of disequilibrium. In order to justify

their line of thinking and especially their empirical way of doing in this study
to the Dutch labour market the authors let enter again in our mind different
theoretical and empirical circumstances for reconsideration (chapter~l and 2)

boiling down to theoretical reasons as well as sufficient empirical evidence
for the rele~ance of disequilibrium to the real economic process. They suggest

such empirical evidence for the relevance of real disequilibrium to the labour
market of various industrial countries over the past few decades is expressed
by the registration number of the unemployed i.e. people unable to find work.

In these cases the registered labour supply exceeds registered labour demand:

wn - ás - áá ~ 0.
It is argued that in general, the evaluation of the consistent theoretical and

empirical results of equilibrium and disequilibrium analysis can learn us
that within the real economic process different levels have to be distinguished

on which economic agents are actually acting and which can be verified in prin-

2) Haslinger considered them as the representatives of one of the three lines
of research workinq under the regime of disequilibrium paradigm . The two
other lines he mentioned are the line of research with Cambridge, England
by the Post-Keynesian school and the line of research with the Keynesian
Essentialists.

3) Good demonstrations of circumstances under which the peculiar dichotomy in
the use of the equilibrium concept can be used fruitful].y in macro-economic
analysis are pe~rformed in: Schouten D.B.J. 'Referentiekaders van economische
modellen', Tilburg University, 1978 and van den Goorbergh W.M. 'Een macro-
economische theorie van de werkgelegenheid', doctoral thesis, Tilburg Uni-
versity, 1978.
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ciple in an empirical way. At any level the eccnomic activities concern ulti-
mately with individual and collective supply of and demand for and, aggregating
these entities, with total supply of and demand for commodities and services
brought together or confronted with each other on the market. In this sense
total labour supply as is confronted with total labour demand ad on the distinct
levels of the labour market. Distinction of different activity levels and by
tkiis the distinction of different market levels with regarc? to a certain economic
good (labour f.i.),in the sense of a specification of a number of intention
levels with the economic agents as concerns some economic good, is useful to
cover the situation of real economic life wherein supply and demand are only
equal by coincidence. The latter circumstance seems true at least for the short-
run. Such a disequilibrium situation is possibly caused by the actual presence
of a high degree of decentralisation, of uncertainty and of conflicting aims
pursued by the economic agents with their decisions to undertake activities.
Frictions between original intention levels, adapted intention levels and
ultimately between realised intention ].evels of supplying and demanding agents
of the market may appear in reality as frictions between original, adapted and
realised and~or registered levels of supply of and demand for economic goods.
Economic literature on disequilibrium consider these frictions as a concequence

of imperfect-working market clearing mechanisms (rigid or less-flexible price-
and non-price conditions). Recognition of possible phenomena as voluntary quantity
adjustments and tendencies to involuntary quantity adjustments with the aggregated
group of economic agents is argued by Lenderink and Siebrand in order to accept

the disequilibrium concept as a tool in their strive for establishment of a con-
sistent framework able for profound theoretical and empirical analysis of the

short-run phenomena on the Dutch labour market during the postwar period between
1952 and 1970.
For this purpose they have to develop a theoretical labour market model that

satisfies conditions of(a) a good integration of the results of foregoing
equilíbrium as well as disequilibrium analysis and (b) tzactability for
estimation of coefficients and parameters of linear and non-linear relation-
ships between the relevant variables for which the'realised'values of some of
them have to be approximated simultaneously.
The setting up of their theoretical model asks therefore for an operational
concept of disequilibrium. In contrast with the conventional division of the
conglomerate of intention levels into ex ante or potential,effective and

ex post or actual intention levels~the authors arrive at an operational concept
of disequilibrium by only distinguishing actual or ex post entities on one side

and potential or ex ante entities on the other side. It is argued that the
economic agents on the labour market do have intentions and expectations with
regard to developments of demand for and supply of labour.
Aggreqating the intentions and expectations of the iridividual agents gíves rise
to the macro-economic entities of ex ante demand for and ex ante supply of

labour (aá resp. ás). Equilibrium analysis,qualified by the authors as being
conventional,may give enough information about the determinants of the ex ante
or potential (notional) entities. Disequilibrium analysis, qualified as
non-conventional, may give the sufficient information about how and why from theo-

retical as well as from empirical point of view both potential entities are
equal only by coincidence.
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In the present case of the labour market disequ:~librium exists on the
potential level i.e. áá ~ ás, that will not disappear by means of f.i. adaptive
waqes because they are rigid on the short-term.

In contrast with traditional involuntary quantity ad;ustmerit of the

l~ng-side of the labour marketi.e. aá - min (aP, aá)~Lenderink and Siebrand
consider phenornena as flexible non-wage conditions and voluntary quantity adjust-
ment on both sides of the labour market.Their way of doin3 takes care for reali-

sations (and registrations) of actual laboursupply and actual labourdemand that

both lie between the initial values of the two potential counterparts. So,
the ex post or actual labour marketsituation wiïl be again an equilibrium one

only by coincidence. However,it is postulated that the ex post situation always
shows a smaller discrepancy between supply and demand than its corresponding
initial ex ante disequilibrium situation.

In order to evaluate and comment upon the further way of doing throughout

the present study it may be a matter of sense t~~ formulate the so-called core-
model i.e. to reformulate the core of the authors' line of analytical thinking
underlying their theoretical and integral applicationmodels in the following
way:

(1) Actual total labour supply:

v,n as - us 2n ap f(1-us) 2n aá f 2n 9

(2) Actual labour demand (employment):

2n á~ - ud 2n aS f(1-ud) R.n áP

(3a) Laboursupply weights:

0- us - as tanh ( zs );~s ~ 1

(3b) Labour demand weights:

0 ~ ud -~xd tanh ( zd )-~ Sd ~ 1

(4a) Hyperbolic tangent i.r.w. labour su~Ly weights:
z -zs s

tant~ ( zs) - ï~7 -
~~-z

; zs - Ys (x t 2n c~)

c' S f E'. S

(4b) Hyperbolic tangent i.r.w. labour demand weights:
zd -zd

tanh (zd) - ez - e-z ; zd - Yd (x f Rn 6)
e d f e d

(5) Tension on the potential labour market:

áp
(5a) x- v,n (~-P ) (`I'heoretical models in man-year terms)

ad
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ap ~f
(5b) x-~.n (~p ( a)) - 2n ( 1 } w f e') ( Applicationmodel estimation-round 1)

ad

áp
(5c) x- en (~-P (a)) en (1 f wp f e) (Applicationmodel estimation-rounds z~7)

a
~

(6) Dt:finitional relations and symbols:

Actual unemployment: w - (as - áá)~ás

Potential unemployment: wp - (ap - aá)~ap

Potential unemployment in terms of a deviation of its sample-period
mean value:

t-1970
wp - wp - wp and wP - 19 3: wf(t)

t-1952 ryf
a

Actual labour supply~demand ratio: s~fad
1

1-wf

ap
Potential labour supply~demand ratio: s 1

aá 1-wp

ás; áá; ap and áá are in man-year terms; an - logarithmus naturalis

e~ 1: constant correction factor for actual total labour supply

1~ e~l ~ 0: frictional unemployment

xs; ~d; Ss; Bd; Ys; Yd: E ' and e are parameters to be varied along with

varying assumptions about asymptomatic and equilibrium properties of the
labour supply and labour demand weights i.e. it is easily verified for

ys; yd;ó ~ 0 and c';E. ~ 0 that:

in contrast with the authors' formulation on page 16, the bounder.ies
of the u-weights imply:

(7) Q ~ Y f(3 ~ u ~- n t S ~ 1

B2sideS lt 1S tI'ue:

(8) Min (u) in the extreme case of ex ante excess labour supply:

{x -. ~z} -r {u -r a f f', - 0}

(9) D1ax (u) in the extreme case of ex ante excess labour demand:

rx ~-m} ~{u ~-a f R- 1}
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From (7), (8) and (9) the most extreme boundaries of the u-weights imply:

(9a) {0 - a f (3 ~ u ~ -a f Q - 1} -. {a - -Q --0.5}

By means of subtraction of equation (2) from equation (1) and because
actual labour demand is defined (page 12 of the underlying study) as actual
labour quantity traded the next consistency-conditiens are relevant:

(10) 7.n ás - Rn 8- kn ad -(us - ud)(Rn áP - 2n áá) ~ 0-~

(us - ud) ~ 0 if (kn as - Rn aá) ~ 0

(us - ud) ~ 0 if (Rn as - 2n a~) ~ 0

'Phe aforestated coremodelformulations (1)~(10) in absolute,loyari.thrnic and~or
man-year terms can help to show how the authors have integrat~d the relevant
results of equilibrium and disequilibrium analysis. It starts with the theore-
tical synthesis of the potential variables and actual variables as they appear
in the coremodel, achieving operationally the assumed 'real-world'adjustment
processes by means of the weights and hyperboiic tangent functions of the
tension on the potential labour marketat a certain moment of time (year).
Differentiation of the variables with respect to time yields the operational
coremodel in terms of relative first differences. It plays the role as a bridge
within the twenty-one equations system of the integral operati~~nal labour market
model of chapter 6.
In addition to the equations of the dynamic coremodc~l and some other definitial
equations with respect to the actual variables, the integral operational model
merely consists of equations for the theoretical explanation of the potential
variables. Before they can be adapted for operational purpose,the explaining
equations of the potential variables are established and elaborated in the
chapters 4 and 5. Here we find the mathematical fcrmulation in terms of
relative differences of the many theoretical insiglits about processes of making
intentions and anticipations or,in general,of making decisions, whether or
not based implicitely on the possibility of direct available information about
the future for the economic agents or on the items of adaptive, rational or
semi-rational expect~~tions.
In chapter 4 the author~' attention is merely devoted to the determinants of
potential employment in industry. Government employment, frontier workers and
the conglomerate of employers, persons working at own account and unpaid
familv workers are considered as exogenous. It allows them to set. equal the
realisExívalues of the latter entities on thc potential level to those on the
actual level.
Labour demand in industry on the potential level has been based on the tIarrod-
technical proqress-vintage productionmodel-idea of the clay-clay type. We11-

known technical and economic scrapping conditions and snill-over effects of
disequilibria on the product and financial markets as important potential
labourdemand determinants are simultaneously introduced.
Chapter 5 deals with the main determi.nants of laboursupply on the potential
level. Demographic, economic and psychological factors as the rate of c7rowth
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and the age composition of the population, real wages, working time and the
degree of labourforce participation play the dontinant role.

The coremodel, linkíng up the main potential and actua~ labour markei variables

with each other, only states in a global and implicit way market adjustment

}~rocesses but expresses in an explicit way the presence of two distinct
flexible reaction patterns with the two different qroups of economic agents
to discrepancies between their aggregated labour dematid and laboursupply on

the potential level (see eq.'s:(1)~(5c)).
Both analogous reaction patterns imply real magnitudes with the reactions

and the resulting consequences for the actual labour marketsituation which
are dominantly determined by ex ante labour demand respectively by ex ante
laboursupply if the tension on the potential labour market ievel tends to

go to the extreme cases of ex ante excess labour supply respectively of ex
ante excess labour demand (see eq.'s:(7)~(9))
Contrasted with the number of equations of the integral labour mdrketmodel,

the number of two equations with regard to actual supply and actual demand

demonstrates the very global way in covering the available theoretical in-

formation about adjustment processes in economic analysis. (see eq.'s: (1) and

( 2))
The main reason was that Lenderink and Siebrand saw problems on the empirical

side of their labour marketanalysis.
Estimation of the coefficients and parameters of the integral labour marketmodel

asks for avaílability of retrospective empirical information about the potential

and actual variables. Disregarding the usual statistical problems, present

troubles about the needed empirical information as regards the actual variables

are easily solved. However, such information about realised values of the
potential labour demand and potential labour supply is tackled by a lack of re-

liable data to a much greater extent as they see for the registered values

of the actual counterparts. The theoretical solution for gaining direct infor-

mation about the values of the potential variables by means of interview
techniques does rise so many difficulties, certainly in the underlying retro-

spective situation, that it may be the main reason why disequilibrium analysis

is much more involved in theoretical than in empirical studies (see page 2). It

may be the reason too that empirical equilibrium analysis usually shows very

sophisticated constructs with its macro-econometric model building in conse-

quence of which it secures at best a very weak power of explanation of the real

way of functioning of the labour market process. Especially the consideration

of the testing activity of tension variables in the conver.tional line of thought

of the Phillipscurve idea learns how insufficient from both theoretical and

empirical point of view such a way of doing must be. Therefore.the authors take

the indirect approach with gaining the necessary information about the retro-

spective values of the potential variables. It means that their operational

labour marketmodel should allow simultaneously for the estimation of the co-

efficients and parameters of the integral model ánd f~r ttie approximation

of the relevant unknown values of the potential labour demand and labour supply

entities on which the firstmentioned estimation has to be based, taking

into account the available retrospective (registered) values of the actual

variables. This circumstance led to several successive estimation and determina-

tion (approximation) rounds within a framework of a convergent iteration

procedure. As a determination model for the approximation round of the potential
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values the combination of the relevant equations of the integral model with
regard to the potential variables can be used only if the coefficients and
parameters attending there, are estimated. Therefore, in the first round they are
c9etermined by setting them equal to their actual counterparts. In the
second part of chapter 6 they show that the estimation procedure in every round
can be performed by means of a linear regression model if the original
non-linearity of the integral labour.marketmodel falls down to the case of
linearity if some parameters and basic values are predetermined. It is derived
from the integral model by means of substitution and oonsists of a two equations
system analogous to the dynamic version of equations (1) and (2) of the
coremodel.
Chapter 7 is devoted to the performance and the final statistical results of
the iteration procedure based on predetermined and registered figures of the
Dutch labour marketin the post-war period 1952-1970. The'most consistent' solu-
tions for the values of the potential variables and those for the coefficients
and parameters are obtained in the seventh round in the sense that they were
stabilized in a sufficient way taking also account for the values of
statistical testa as Var U, R2 and D.W.
At the end of the same chapter the authors quote a remarkable agreement of their
findings about the main determinants of the potential employment with those
of authors like Tjan H.S. and Den Hartog H. in their Central Planning Bureau
medium-term analysis of the post-war Dutch unemployment problem.4)
The most important conclusion for the Dutch post-war potential labour marketlevel
is perhaps that the change in potential employment in terms of man-hours
virtually came to a standstill in the sixties. The relevant change in potential
employment in terms of man-years was merely due to decreasing contractual
working time (hours) per man-year. In the authors' line of thinking the latter
circumstance must be considered as the responsible factor for about fifty
percent to the average change in actual employment (demand for labour in man-
years).
Over the whole sample-period 1952-1970 the most impcrtant determinant with
the potential labour supply side was a negative trendfactor caused by both ex-
ternal migration and domestic factors which conglomerate remains unexplained
in more detail. The latter determinant has had a mitigating influence
on the change-rate of potential labour supply by about forty percent. So it
must be considered as the dominant-mitigating factor for actual unemployment.
The evaluation and suggestions for further research made by the authors at the
end of chapter 7 and in chapter 8 breath the spirit of satísfaction with their
estimation results which seem largely consistent in accordance with their
a priorí notions about the labour m~irketsituation in the Netherlands after the
Second World War. For instance, their findings would be in accordance with
the a priori feeling that during the sixties the Dutch potential unemployment
should be smaller than actual unemployment (w~ ~ w.f) while the reverse should

4) Den Hartog, H. and Tjan, H.S., 'Investeringen, lonEn, prijzen en arbeids-
plaatsen. (Een jaargangenmodel met vaste coëfficiënten voor Nederland);
Central Planning Bureau, The Hague, 1974.
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hold for the earlier years.
Furtheron, Lenderink and Siebrand suggest more significant results for testing

activity of Phillipscurve relations if they are based on their potential unem-

ployment figures. The latter data can be considered as more reliable about

the real tensionson the labourmarket being not yet adapted by adjustment pro-

cesses causing at least smaller ex post tensions. These are the only

onrs beinq reqistered and investigated, until now, by the conventional analysi-s.

Their line of analytical thinking is promoted as a fruitful framework for

overall macro-econometric model building. It. allows for consistent covering

of disequilibrium situations and adjustment processes on the other markets

analogous with that as we saw now for the labour market.5~

In general,we agree that it can be promoted as an instrumental framework within

which a consistent integration of demand and supply theory of equilibrium

analysis with theoretical and empirical results of disequilibrium macro-research

can take place. Besides~it allows for a simultaneous integration in overall

macro-economic building of the underlying ideas of conventional demand-oriented

as well as supply-oriented macro-economic models. By this,flexibility of demand

or supply dominancy with the mixture of demand-supply-models depending on the

particul~r situations confronted with, can be maintained(see:remarks 1), 3) and 5))

II. Comment

our present comment with regard to the analytical thinking of Lenderink

and Siebrand should breath the spirit of our approval. Especially,this is true

with their innovative approach to disequilibrium analysis offering a new

starting point for consistent empirical analysis of the labour market as well

as of the interdependency of more markets of the economic process. However,

contrasted with Richard Perlman in the Journal of Economic Literature,we feel

a strong need for some critical remarks to make dictated by serious disturbing

factors we met during profound efforts from our side to understand the whole

theoretical and empirical relevancy of the study before us. Besides,it was

one of our main reasons to state the coremodel earlier in the Part I.- Review

and why we will produce some new figures hereafter coming from a new table

constructed by us, in particular thereby having an eye for the authors'

original table 4 on page 92 and the appendix E-table on page 106.They can pro-

vide us with ttie necessary tools to make the next considerations (See our appenclix) :

1. In spite of the precise method, suggested by the authors with the start-up

of the coremodel of their own in order to integrate the results of con-

ventional labour supply and demand theory on the labour market with the uncon-

ventional disequilibrium research,we believe ttiat the preseilt explicit integra-

tion of reaction processes with the two groups of econemic agents at the

potential and actual level only means such an exaqgerated aggregative formulation

of the implicit adjustment processes that its theoretical explaining power

is diminished enormously and can hard]y tell us more than the adjustment pro-

5) A star~ upfor working out this idea can be found in: Hasselman, B.H.,
'Productiecapaciteit, potentiële vraag en potentiële werkloosheid, Central
Planning Bureau, The fiague, November 1977.Besides, at the present moment we
are dealing ourselves with the establishment of a so-called conjunctural-
structural model in which the same ideas are integrated in combination with
the results of the aforementioned paper of Schouten in remark 3).
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cesses are mitigating factors on the labourmarket. under all circumstances.

However,in the present actual case of the underlying study even the latter weak

conclusions ~ annot be drawn withc~ut cc~nstraints and bv rhe sar~e circumst:ancc..;

the graphical illustration on p~icJe 13, figw c~ 1, does nol c~orresponcl correct ly

wilh Lhe core of their applic~ationmcxtcl . t~Jhc~reas the lat ter mcxlel c~nly dc~al:c

with the potential and actual activity Jevels of thc~ labourm,irkc~t t.hc~ mocic~l

underlying figure 1 is only dealing with thc potential and effective intentic~n

levels of the labour market.At least this is true for the left-sided domain

of point E in the figure. It means that in figure 1 potential excess demand

can be mitigated by means of adaptive processes boiling down ultimately
in effective excess demand to a lower extent and taking account for frictional

unemployed effective labour supply.Using their definition of actual demand
for labour as actual labour quantity traded or actual employment (on page 12)
an ex post situation of actual excess demand can never happen, whether or not

disregarding frictional unemployment. This circumstance implies the relevance

of an ex post minimum-~rule on the actual labour m~~rkc~t level, easily verified

by means of condition (10) which shows that if the applicationmodel is dealing

with potential excess demand i.e. u,n ág - Qn ád ~ 0 the difference between

the weights should be negative or equal to zero i.e. us - ud ~ 0.

2. If we consider the empirical results, stated in the second part of their

study, the authors refer to appendix E(on page 77) wherein it should be

very clear that the seventh estimation round could be qualified as the most
consistent modelsolving (estimation) result. The special predetermination
problem about the choice of the parameters a, S, y, d, e' and e, discussed on

page 75, essential for the computation of the weights us, ud and their dynamic

counterparts us and ud,seems to be resolved by means of their actual choice

viz.:

as --0.05; ad --0.25; ss - 0.80; sd - 0.36. ys - 20.00; yd - 25.00

d- 1.00; e--0.002 and e' --0.0165

However, from the coremodel, especially from equations (3a)~(5) and (7)~(9a)

it is easily to verify that the chosen parametervalues cover theoretically:

a) the possibility that in the extreme case of ex ante excess labour supply
the actual labour supply as well as the actual labour demand are still
partially determined by the ex ante labour supply level i.e. us - 0.75

and ud - 0.11
b) the possibility that in the extreme case of ex ante excess labour demand

the actual labour supply as well as the actual labour demand are still
partially determined by the ex ante labour demand level i.e. (1-us) - 0.15

and (1-ud) - 0.39
Although we believe the possibilities a) and b) are highly questionable,the

most worse possibility allowed by Lenderink and Siebrand was

c) the possibility us - ud - 0.24 ~ 0 in the extreme case of potential excess

labour demand i.e. Qn ás - Rn ádP ~ ~ 0



The latter possibility means a contradictio in terminis in respect with condition

(10) of the corem~cle L Considering furtheron appendix B where us and ud are

related directly with their dynamic counterparts us and uá and appendix C,it

becomes clear that the contradiction is maintained too if ir. the anplication

model the dynamic weights are actually used. This remaíns true in spite of the

possibility that the procedure of approximation to the ratios of the weiyhts in

the first-round estimation could actually imply by accidence the ignorance

of possibility c). "loreover,appendix E about demand and supply weights shows

us - ud ~ 0 for the whole sample period. Therefore,we must conclude in contrast

with the atithors' speaking (on page 101) about a large range of possibilities

of variation for the determination functions of the static arid dynamic weights,

that the properties of the hyperbolíc tangents (4a) and (4b) of the coremodel

depicted in their appendix A-figure, combined with the aforestated parameter values,

are sucti that:

a) Only if there is no tension on the potential labour market or if there exists

potential excess supply,the chosen parameter values are at most consistent from

numerica] point of view but remain at least questionable from economic-theoreti.cal

point of view (see sub 4).
b) Not only for the extreme case but for the whole range of theoretical possibili-

ties of potential excess demand the chosen parameter valLes are inconsistent in

respect with condition (10).

3) Rearrangement of table 4 on page 92 can learn that the authors' empirical

research over the sample-period 1952-1970 (19 years) was actually dealing

twelve times with the situation of potential excess demand viz. during

the years 1955~1957; 1960~1966 and 1969~19705a~For the set of these years we can

already conclude a priori that the corresponding results updated in table 4

must be inconsistent from theoretical as well as from empirical point of view

and this situation is confirmed with our considerations sub 4).

Appendix E shows that 1968 was the only year of equiiibrium on the Dutch potential

labour market .The latter result as well as the empirical results with regard to

the suggested years of potential excess supply on the Dutch labourmarket viz.

those of 1952~1954; 1958~1959 and 1967 have become now a priori questionable,

particularly from empirical point of view because of their tautological interde-

pendency which has been incorporated in the iteration procedure to be performed

in the underlying study (see f.i. the equations sub (5) and sub (6) of the core

model).

4) As we have announced already,the inconsistency of the results of table 4 must

be easily to verify. Doing it now will give us moreover the possibility to

show that the identification of the parameters e' and e in the tension variable

functionssub (5b) and sub (5c) of the coremodel seems to suf~er from numerical

inconsistency.
Starting from 1968, suggested as the equilibrium year by means of setting equal

the weight values to the values of the parameters S i.e. us (1968) - us(1968) -

s- 0.80 and ud (1968) - ud(1968) - Bd - 0.36, we think that the best thing to
s

do is to derive numerically what the coremodel tells us for the same 1968 about

the most important variables.
Although the aforementioned e'-value (sub 2.) has been used only in the first

estimation-round the authors' interpretation of it on the pages 20 and 76 of tkleir

5a) See our appendix.
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study combined with their interpretation of the t-value,deductive reasoning learns

for 1968:

áp ap ap
wp - 0.0020; wp - 0.00; S( s) - 1.000; S- 1.000; Qn(S)- 0.000

f áp áp apd d d

.~f áf ~`
a a

wf - 0.0182; áf (s) - 1.0017; ~~ - 1.0185;a.n(~f )- 0.0183
d d d

~-f .,.E ~r ~f
wF - 0.0182 -O.O;w - we - 0.0017~ w - w - 0.0030

Acceptance of these 1968-values implies that the value of the constant correction-

factor for actual total labour supply 6, appearing in relations (1) and (10)

of the coremodel , eguals to 1.0185 or frictional unemployment, e9l,equals tó
~f

0.0182 or 1.82ó. Under this circumstance the choice for e' --0.0165 --wë meets

the incunsistency that frictional unemployment exceeds equilibrium one with 0.17~.

The same situation is true for the actual unemployment rates during exactly the

same aforementioned years sub 3)dealing with potential excess labour demand.

Moreover, the same is true for the sample-average actual unemployment rate that

is equating to 1.52`à. Disregarding considerations already made, this latter

situation could have been expected a priori bccause of the author,;' inter-

pretation fur ~- -- 0.002 as the value o1 the saml~lc-aver.age potent-ial uncm~ilc~y-

ment ratc.it :;I~ould led inevitably to an inconsist~~nt way of dc~i-ny nn thc ~~vcr.i~t~~

in respect with conditions (10) of the coremodel.

As an econometrician the only thing that remains to do is to accept the uriginaL

(registered) values for actual unemployment during the sample-peri.od and to

reject 1968 as an equilibrium year. Within the same line of thought the estimated

values of the weights as well as those of the potential variables of the core-

model must be rejected. The same necessity for rejection regards the ultimate-

estimated-values of the coefficients of the integral labour market model.

5) After foregoing remarks it remains to conclude that an evaluation of the em-

pirical results produced in the study before us and test them by means of

comparison with a priori notions,as the authors did,cannot be fruitful now.

Instead of that,suggestions for unevitable revisions of certain aspects of

the theoretical and the empirical backgrounds of the authors' applicationmodel

will be made hereafter.In so faras many possible suggestions are not mentioned ex-

plicitely,they can be derived easily from the fore-going comment.

If one should like to maintain the mai.ii lines of the economic--theoretical and

econometrical thinking of Lenderink and Siebrand,including the implicit determi-

nation method with regard to the values of the potential variables in the core-

model,there will be a need to let be determined the bounderies of the u-weights

r.ut only by condition (7) as the authors do,but also by the conditions sub (10).

Besides,there will be a need to reconsider the meaning of the correctional unem-

ploymentfactor 0. Contrasted with the authors' remark on page 12, alternative

assumptions of a lower level of actual employment for a caage level consistent

with potential labour marketequilibrium, as Hansen did6), really are relevant

6) 'Fu11 employment and wage stability' a contribution to 'The theory of wage
determination, Dunlop,J.T. (ed.), New York, 1957.
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in the sense that it can affect the results of their analysis in terms of first
differences. In the present case it means alternative assumptions either formu-
]ated in absolute terms or in first differences always have to satisfy the
condition aél ~ wf, wf and wé. Which alternative assumption would be the best
one merely depends on the ex post knowledge that is available about these
actual variables. If there is less-incertain available information about
,,f ~f ~f
w, w and we in the present disequilibrium analysis of the Dutch labour market

compared to the availability of information about ~-l~~,one may salve this problem

in principle on two different ways. On the one hand one should try to Obtain
more-certain information about the correctional actual unemployment rate according

to direct and indirect ápproaches dealing with explicit respectively implicit
information techniques. The implicit way of gaining the information could be
again integrated in the apnlication model, as we see now for the potential

variables of the coremodel.7) On the other hand one should make, on a more or
less arbitrary way, a choice to be based on the already-known ( registered)
numerial values of the unemployment rates, thereby taking in account of the
aforementioned minimum-rule. In the present case it should mean to let have
e-1~6 value(s) less than or equaling to the lowest unemployment rate in the

sample-period i.e. less than or equaling to the unemployment rate actual in 1964
equaling to 0.72~.
Note, however, these two ways of solving the consistency and certainty problems
in respect with the correctional unemployment factor will let undisturbed the
existing lack of power of the present version of the authors' applicationmodel
especially from scientific-theoretical point of view. For, the simultaneous in-
tegration of the implicit determination method in the apolication model with the

explicit estimation method in order to be able to estimate the values of the po-
tential variables of the coremodel as well as of the coefficients of the integral
model,logically implies at best that the estimation can tell us afterwards in
how far the a priori knowledge incorporated in the iterative applicationmodel
satisfies at least the conditions of statistical ánd economic-theoretical con-

sistency. It only proves the existence of a possibility to show which a priori-
known determinants of demand for and supply of labour on the Dutch labour market

and how a priori-known global adjustment processes have taken care for the
transactions that have taken place in the Netherlands,boiling down ultimately

to the registered labour mar.ket figures about the sample-period 1952-1970. The
possibility to overcome this problem of 'unreal' verification to a great extent

will consist of the introduction of the direct approach to the process of gaining

information about the retrospective values of all the model variables, the
potential ones included, on which significant estimation of the integral model

7) It must be noted that we want to suggest moreover, to let enter in the applica-
tiorimodel the distinct correctional laboursupply factors on the actual as
well as on the potential level of the labour market. However they should not
be integrated as constants but instead as normal variables.
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coefficients can,in principle,take place. Under such circumstances fruitful

testing activity of the theoretical insights about the labour market process,

and,in general,about the whole economic process, can happen within the same

corrected line of analytical thinking that Lenderink and Siebrand demonstrated

in their study. If such work has been done and consequently powerful models

could have been established,the same models can be used afteraards for more

objective (implicit) investigation about retrospective values of the potential

variables than can be performed by means of direct information techniques.8)

Of course,the latter situation may be true if well-known conditions of stability

are met by the 'real world' economic process. As we know,the same would be true

as regards the possibility for prediction i.e. determinatíon of prospective values

not alone for potential but also for actual variables. In thi~ case we have arrived

at the paradise of many econometricians.

8) Appïication of such implicit determination methods are found f.i. in:

Meulendijks, P.J.F.G.,'Calcul de la fonction de préférence' in Varii Auctores,

Technique économique et finalité humaine; Versune démarche opératoire', Ceruna,

Namur, Belgium, 1972 and more recently in Fase,rl.M.G. and Huijselt,A.P., 'A
reaction function for foreign exchange intervention in the Netherlands, ~~ome
empirical and methodological considerations', De Nederlandsche Bank N.V.,
Amsterdam, April 1978.
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Appendix: Reconstruction of table 4 on page 92 of Lenderink en Siebrand

w~ -c~,-wP

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
19 58
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

0.0131
0.0393
0.0240
0.0078
0.0000

-0.0063
-0.0016
0.0177
0.0091
-0.0023
-0.0061
-0.0133
-0.0152
-0.0202
-0.0152
-0.0123
0.0026

1968

1969
1970

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

1968

1969
1970

0.0020

-0.0022
-0.0077

0.0111
0.0373
0.0220
0.0058

-0.0020
-0.0083
-0.0036
0.0157
0.0071
-0.0043
-0.0081
-0.0153
-0.0172
-0.0222
-0.0172
-0.0143
0.0006

0.0000

-0.0042
-0.0097

~~ 1

áá - 1-~

1.0112
1.0387
1.0224
1.0058
0.9980
0.9917
0.9964
1.0159
1.0071
0.9957
0.9919
0.9849
0.9830
0.9782
0.9830
0.9859
1.0006

1.0000

0.9958
0.9903

0.0241
0.0361
0.0276
0.0195
0.0134
0.0101
0.0129
0.0241!~
0.0187
0.0120
0.0087
0.0082
0.0080
0.0072

~f

,-f.~~-~twrte~

ad

1.0076
1.0196
1.0111
1.0030
0.9969
0.9936
0.9964
1.0076
1.0022
0.9955
0.9922
0.9917
0.9915
0.9907
0.9915
0.9936
1.0031

0.0080
0.0101.
0.0196

0.0182I

0.014~
0.011

1.0111
1.0373
1.0220
1.0058
0.9980
0.9917
0.9964
1.0157
1.0071
0.9957
0.9919
0.9847
0.9828
0.9878
0.9828
0.9857
1.0006

1.0000

0.9958
0.9903

~
Rn~ s-s ) - R.n ~ ~ )

a~ ~-W~

~f
Rn~af) - kn~ ~~f)

ád 1-w

0.0111 0.0243
0.0379 0.0367
0.0221 0.0279
0.0057 0.0196

-0.0020 0.0134
-0.0083 0.0101
-0.0036 0.0129
0.0157 0.0243
0.0070 0.0188

-0.0043 0.0120
-0.0081 0.0086
-0.0152 0.0081
-0.0171 0.0079
-0.0220 0.0071
-0.0171 0.0079
-0.0142 0.0101
0.0005 0.0197

0.0000 ~ 0.0183

-0.0042
-0.0097

0.0142
0.0119

1.0017

0.9977
0.9954

w -0 . ~11 E3?

0.0059
0.0179
0.0094
0.0013
-0.0048
-0.0081
-0.0053
O.G059
0.0005
-0.0062
-0.0095
-0.0100
-0.0102
-0.0110
-0.0102
-0.0081
0.0014

0.0000

-0.0040
-0.0063

~rw
~ ~--~I~- o.oi ,

0.0076
0.0196

C.O111
0.0030

-0.0031
-0.0064
-0.0036
0.0076
G.0022

-0.0045
-0.0078
-O.U083
-U.0085
-O.C093
-0.0085
-0.0064
0.0031

0.001?

-0.0023
-0.0046

~fas
~f
~d

- 1
1-wi.

0246
0374
0283
0198
0135
0102
0130
0246
0190
0121
0087
0082
0080
0072
0080

1.0102
1.0199

1.

1.
1.

0185

0144
0120

~f "
w - ci.~

0.0089
0.0209
0.0124
0.0043

-0.0018
-0.0051
-0.0023
0.0089
0.0035

-0.0032
-0.0065
-0.0070
-0.0072
-0.0080
-0.0072
-0.0051
0.0044

0.0030

-0.0010
-0.0033
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